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ABSTRACT 

Remarkable advantages of asynchronous circuits in 

comparison with their synchronous counterparts  results in 

vast effort in designing such circuits. This paper proposes 

optimized asynchronous circuit design approach by exploiting 

potent evolutionary circuit design method. The evolutionary 

algorithm applies fast and accurate hazard detection technique 

as a fitness function. Outcomes of  proposed method in 

designing fundamental mode asynchronous circuit in 

comparison with previous methodologies reveal its  notable 

advantages like, multi level circuit design with lower number 

of gates which results in lower area, lower power 

consumption and lower cost. Experimental result demonstrate 

that the proposed method reduces number of gates about 

16.81%.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Research interest in Asynchronous circuit design is associated 

from their marvelous advantages in contrast with synchronous 

circuits like, no clock skew, low power, robustness to 

environmental variation, great modularity and average case 

instead of worst case performance [1,2,3,4]. Unlike salient 

progress in synchronous circuit design method and CAD 

tools, asynchronous circuit design methods are not developed 

noticeably because of difficultly in hazard-free circuit design. 

Hazard free output of asynchronous circuit guaranties accurate 
response of circuit in absence of clock signal. 

This inevitable problem in asynchronous circuit design plus 

its advantages encourages researchers to propose a lot of 

methods in hazard free circuit design. Mcclusky and Unger 

proposed a method to design type of circuit which works 

accurately in presence of single-input change (SIC) [5]. 

Frackowiak addressed an algorithm which eliminates dynamic 

hazard at the first step and at the second step eliminates the 

static hazards. Consequently the proposed method may result 

in a design which is not optimum [6]. In 1992 Kung proposed 

a hazard-non increasing optimization algorithm to optimize 

hazard free circuits [7]. The exact two-level minimization is 

proposed by Nowick and Dill in 1995 which is not able in 

multi-level design [8]. New methodology is proposed in [9] 

which suffers from bounded wire delay constraint. A heuristic 

method is developed by Theobal et all in order to reduce 

designing time. Their proposed method can produce a two 

level hazard-free circuit in presence of multiple-input changes 

(MIC) [10]. Another heuristic method is proposed by Rutten 

and Brekelear in 1998 which was faster than Theobald’s 

method [11]. Binary decision diagram is used in [12] in order 

to design multi-level hazard free circuit considering MIC by 

unbounded gate and wire delay model assumption. 

Synchronous technology mapping technique is used to design 

generalized fundamental mode asynchronous circuit [13].  

All above approaches suffer from some disadvantages and 

constraints like bounded wire and gate delay model, two 

phase algorithm, dedicated hazard free algorithm and demand 

to synchronous technology mapping tool. Consequently this 

paper proposes an evolutionary algorithm based design which 

doesn’t suffer from such a problem. This paper is organized as 

follows. Section 2 provides brief introduction to hazard, delay 

models and applied hazard detection technique. In section 3 

applied evolutionary algorithm is described. Experimental 

result is presented at section 4. Finally proposed method is 

concluded in section 5. 

2. BAKGROUND KNWOLEDGE FOR 

THE PROPOSED METHOD 

 

2.1 Hazard and delay models 
Hazard is an unwanted glitch on a signal which is associated 

from unavoidable delays in gate and wires or sequence of 

input transitions. If function of circuit related to input 

transition does not change monotonically is said to have 

function hazard [14]. There is no implementation which 

guaranties hazard-free behavior of circuit in presence of 

function hazard. Logic hazard is originated from gate and wire 

delays and can be diminished by consideration in circuit 

design [15]. There is another classification of hazard which 

relates to initial value and final value of a hazardous signal. 

The hazardous signal with start value of  {0} and final value 

of {0} and unknown internal values is called static-zero 

hazard. If the start and final value of signal is {1} and the 

internal values are unstable, it is known as static-one hazard. 

Signal which starts by {1} and ends by {0} with internal 

transitions, is called dynamic zero hazard. The signal by start 

value of {0}, end value of {1} and internal transient values is 

named dynamic-one hazard. The described hazardous signal 

are presented graphically in figure 1.  
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Fig 1: Types of hazardous signals 

Delay of signal transition in gate and wire is causer of logic 

hazard. There are some types of delay model which results in 

different methodology in hazard free circuit design. Pure 

delay model is simplest delay model which shifts the signal in 

time without changing its shape. High frequency response for 

gates and wires is assumed in pure delay model. There is more 

realistic model which is known as inertial delay model. 

Inertial delay model suppresses short pulses. Pure delay 

model can be itemized by delay time but inertial delay model 

needs reject time as well. Pulses shorter than reject time will 

not be seen at output of gate in inertial delay model. Both 

mentioned delay model can be specified based on types of 

assumed delay time. The fixed delay model is specified by 

constant delay time. In min-max delay model, delay time can 

be within lower and upper bound. There is a pessimistic delay 

model in which each gate can has unknown and infinite delay 

time. Unbounded gate delay model results in speed 

independent circuit design. Finally the most pessimistic delay 

model assumes unbounded delay for both wire and gate which 

is origination of delay insensitive circuits [16]. Pure delay and 

inertial delay with fixed delay time need an explicit delay 

information which is not usually available in practical 

fabrication process. The same transition in inputs of an AND 

gate by different delay models can result in different output 

which is shown in figure 2 (a) and figure 2 (b). As shown in 

figure 2 (a) the AND gate with mentioned transitions at inputs 

will results in hazardous output. But same input transitions 

will not cause hazardous signal at output of AND gate, 

because reject time is longer than pulse width in output 

.Shifted pulse in output of AND gate  in figure 2 (c) indicates 

that delay time can be within an specified bound. Hazard 

analysis with unbounded delay model assumption will result 

in pessimistic decision on hazard detection as shown in figure 

2 (d). In figure 2 (d) if the falling transition happens prior to 

rising transition the output cannot be estimated as hazard-free 

signal because of being short of timing information. 
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Fig 2: Effect of delay model in hazard analysis 

2.2 Hazard detection technique 
All evolutionary algorithm like Genetic, particle swarm 

optimization (PSO) and etc use fitness function to evaluate 

each member of population. Consequently our evolutionary 

algorithm uses number of  hazardous signal  at output of 

circuit as part of a fitness function. Three value algebra is the 

first nonboolean algebra which is used in hazard detection 

approaches. The three value algebra is unable in detecting 

dynamic hazard. After that another multi-value algebras like, 

four, five, six, eight, nine, thirteen and 27-value algebras are 

proposed to surmount imperfect previous algebras [17]. All 

these hazard detection method are capable of analyzing both 

combinational and sequential hazards. But in our case, the 

simple and fast hazard detection method which is adequate 

enough for our scope in combinational hazard detection is 

applied. Micheal and Tragoadas proposed a fast and simple 

hazard detection method for combinational hazard detection 

under unbounded gate and wire delay model [18]. Our hazard 

detection technique uses eight value logic truth table. Figure3 

shows values which is used in eight value logic truth table.  

 

Fig 3: Eight value logic element 
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In this paper two input standard gates are applied for design. 

Therefore eight value logic truth tables are defined for 

standard two input gates like, AND, NAND, NOT, OR, NOR, 

XOR and XNOR. Truth table for NOT gate is 1 8  

dimension unlike other gates because of its single input. Table 

1 indicates truth table for a two-input AND gate. Table 2 and 

3 demonstrate truth table for NOT and OR gates respectively. 

The eight value truth table for each gate is generated 

considering unbounded delay model. For example, in table 1, 

AND gate with input signal like R and F will result in S0 

without considering their sequences. This pessimistic 

approach is because of unbounded delay model which results 

in lack in timing information.   

Table 1. Eight value truth table for two-input AND gate 

AND 0 1 R F S0 S1 D0 D1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 1 R F S0 S1 D0 D1 

R 0 R R S0 S0 D1 S0 D1 

F 0 F S0 F S0 D0 D0 S0 

S0 0 S0 S0 S0 S0 S0 S0 S0 

S1 0 S1 D1 D0 S0 S1 D0 D1 

D0 0 D0 S0 D0 S0 D0 D0 S0 

D1 0 D1 D1 S0 S0 D1 S0 D1 

 

Table 2. Eight value truth table for NOT gate 

Input 0 1 R F S0 S1 D0 D1 

Output 1 0 F R S1 S0 D1 D0 
 

The hazard detection technique starts from primary inputs and 

continues to reach outputs. Output of each gate is being 

extracted from its own truth table corresponding to its inputs. 

Output of each gate feeds inputs of gates from next level. This 

method continues until all outputs are considered. This 

methodology is illustrated in figure 4. The primary inputs are 

{1,R,1}. The hazard detection algorithm starts from primary 

inputs and extracts output of g1 by referring to table 1 as truth 

table of AND gate. Output of g2 is calculated at the same way 

by using truth table of NOT gate. This method extracts 

outputs of g3 and g4 by using outputs of previous step as 

inputs. Finally the output of g5 is concluded.  

Table 3. Eight value truth table for two-input OR gate 

AND 0 1 R F S0 S1 D0 D1 

0 0 1 R F S0 S1 D0 D1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

R R 1 R S1 D1 S1 S1 D1 

F F 1 S1 10 D0 S1 D0 S1 

S0 S0 1 D1 D0 S0 S1 D0 D1 

S1 S1 1 S1 S1 S1 S1 S1 S1 

D0 D0 1 S1 D0 D0 S1 D0 S1 

D1 D1 1 D1 S1 D1 S1 S1 D1 
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Figure 4. Hazard sensitive circuit 

3. PROPOSED METHOD  

The hazard detection technique as a fitness function is 

described in previous section. The rest of our evolutionary 

method is going to be explained here. All evolutionary 

algorithm based circuit design methods suffer from stalling 

limit and CPU time. These problems are considered in [19, 

20, 21, 22, 23]. To overcome these problems our evolutionary 

algorithm uses Cartesian genetic programming (CGP) which 

is presented by Walker and Miller in [24]. The CGP  have 

some characteristics which results in some advantages. In 

CGP programming each node can be connected to each 

previous node. Thereby function and modules which are 

developed by previous levels of circuit can be reused easily. 

CGP uses rectangular grid of nodes which can be specified by 

number of rows and columns. In previous works, it is proved 

that CGP with one row will performs efficiently. 

Consequently our EA is based on CGP with one row and N 

columns which N is maximum number of node in circuit. N is 

summation of  M inputs, S outputs and N-(M+S) internal 

nodes. Each node in CGP consist of integers which defines 

function of node and its connection to previous nodes. For 

example a circuit with its corresponding CGP chromosome is 

shown in figure 5. Number of internal nodes begins with M 

and ends with N+M-1. In figure 5 each gate is coded by 

unique integer. AND, OR, NAND and XOR gates are defined 

by 3, 4, 8 and 7 respectively. Number of nodes are started by 

0 which is assigned to first input.  The depicted CGP 

chromosome in figure 5 contains nodes for each gate. Each 

nodes is composed of three integers which two first integers 

show connection of node and third integer in bold format 

shows function of node. CGP  is capable of having neutral 

nodes which is shown by dashes in circuit of figure 5.  

Our EA is based on famous 1   method where   is size of 

population. Steps of applied EA is demonstrated in Figure 5. 

At the first step,  chromosomes are initiated randomly. 

Fitness of each chromosome will be calculated based on 

equations (1) and (2) in second step. 
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1 2 3F K NH K NG K NFO    
    (2) 

Where h is indicator of hazardous signal at outputs, t is 

number of transitions at inputs, O is number of outputs, NG is 

number of gates which is used to design circuit. NFO is 

number of faulty output which is derived by considering 

circuit definer truth table. Purpose of this method is designing 

a circuit with NH equal to zero, NFO equal to zero and NG as 

lower as possible. The mentioned conditions guaranties circuit 

with hazard free behavior, accurate functionality and optimum 

design respectively. K1, K2 and K3 are weight percent 

coefficients which are tuned in order to have a fitness function 

which results in faster evolutionary algorithm. Bigger K1 in 

contrast with K2 and K3 will result in an EA which tries to 

find an answer with propriety to hazard free behavior. In order 

to pay attention to designing circuit with accurate 

functionality, K3 should be bigger with respect to other 

weight percent coefficients. If the EA cannot find an 

optimized answer with lower number of gates, the problem 

can be diminished by increasing K2. Chromosome with lower 

fitness will be selected as best chromosome at the third step. If 

the terminal condition is not satisfied next generation of 

chromosomes will be created by mutating best chromosome, 

else the algorithm terminates and best chromosome will be 

reported as designed circuit. The final and best answer must 

not have any faulty output which can be translated to accurate 

functionality. Additionally the best answer is not allowed to 

have hazardous behavior at outputs. Algorithm can be 

terminated by reaching constant number of iteration, sticking 

in iterations without any improvement in fitness or 

combination of both. 

Start

Initiate λ chromosomes 

randomly 

Calculate fitness

Choose best chromosome

Terminal condition 

satisfied?

Generate λ chromosomes by 

mutating best chromosome

Final

No

Yes

 

Figure 6. Flowchart of evolutionary algorithm 

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
The proposed algorithm is implemented by C language. The 

algorithm is evaluated by executing on some famous 

benchmarks on burst mode machines. The truth table of 

benchmarks are extracted by running MINIMALIST [25]. 

Then Output of MINIMALIST, which is in PLA format is 

applied for extracting input transitions set. Afterward the truth 

table is fed to proposed algorithm for designing circuit by 

correct functionality. The correct functionality is presented in 

fitness function by NFO. At each iteration of EA the 

hazardous behavior of all population must be checked. 

Consequently the input transition set is utilized in order to 

hazard detection. Hazard free behavior of designed circuit is 

considered in fitness function by NH. The number of gates 

used in designing a desired circuit at each iteration is 

presented by NG in fitness function. The MINIMALIST and 

MLO, a multi-level hazard-free logic optimization tools are 

executed. Both proposed algorithm and MLO use standard 

gates, NOT, AND, NAND, OR and NOR for designing 

hazard free burst mode machines. Maximum number of inputs 

for each gate is set to two. Performance of EA depends on 

some parameters. In our case, mutation rate affects 

convergence speed of proposed algorithm considerably. EA 

with high mutation rate behaves like random search. Low 

mutation rate cause EA stick in local minimums. 

Consequently the optimized mutation rate is selected by 

running proposed algorithm over different amount of mutation 

rate. Figure 6 reveals effect of mutation rate on convergence 

speed. Figure 6 shows that the EA with low mutation rate 

cannot find answers by good fitness and high mutation rate 

cause it to fail in using outputs of its previous iteration. In 

other words high and low mutation rate deflect EA from the 

desired target. Figure 7 shows number of gates which are used 

to design burst-mode machines with hazard free behavior. The 

proposed method shows great performance in contrast with 

MLO. Figure 8 is plotted to compare our proposed method 

with most recent presented approach [13]. Figure 8 reports 

improvement in decreasing number of gates used in designing 

hazard free circuit in percent. The average improvement 

reported in [13] is 35.73% and improvement in our method is 

41.53%  considering MLO. 16.81% improvement in our 

method in contrast with [13] can be concluded. 
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Figure 7. Number of iteration versus mutation rate by Averaging ten times execution for dme-e example circuit  

 

Figure 8. Number of gates used to design burst mode machines 

 

Figure 9. Reduction in number of gates which are used to design hazard free circuit 
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5. CONCLUSION 
An Evolutionary based hazard free circuit design method is 

developed. The proposed method uses fast and accurate 

hazard detection technique. The applied hazard detection 

technique uses eight value truth table in order to model 

hazardous behavior of each gate. The formulated fitness 

function in our evolutionary algorithm is summation of 

number of hazardous signal at outputs, number of faulty 

output and number of used gates. The accurate and best 

answer of evolutionary algorithm does not have faulty 

outputs. The best answer of EA does not show hazardous 

behavior at outputs and has lowest number of gate. These 

condition guaranties hazard free circuit with accurate 

functionality and minimum number of gates. The proposed 

method does not need any timing information about gates and 

wires because of unbounded gate and wire delay assumption 

in hazard detection technique. Additionally the proposed EA 

does not have any constraint in number of level in circuit. 

Consequently the designed circuit can be multi level. The 

improvement about 16% in decreasing number of gates 

demonstrate that the proposed method can find some answers 

which is not found in previous classic methods.  
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